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Dear Friend,

The many faces of Buckelew Programs tell many stories… stories of hope and recovery; stories of bravery and resilience; stories of caring and community. And it’s because of your generous contributions that these stories can be told. We wouldn’t be here without the critical support we receive from you – our community – and for that we are deeply grateful.

This year, we’ve celebrated some wonderful successes:

• Two of our staff members – Linda Allen, Director of Suicide Prevention & Community Counseling, and Misledys Mendoza, Parent Aide at FSA Marin – were honored with prestigious awards for their commitment to community service;

• Casa René, our short-term housing for people in need of acute mental health services, successfully completed its first full year of operation, serving 164 individuals. We’ve established a great collaboration with Marin’s Psychiatric Emergency Services Family Partner and the Peer Mentors from Community Action Marin to provide wrap-around support to those in crisis;

• In Sonoma County, we are now partnering with two other community agencies on the new Homeless Outreach Services Team (HOST) to provide mental health outreach to the homeless;

• Most importantly, more than 12,000 children, youth and adults improved their lives this year because of our services, including housing, independent living skills and job training, early mental health screening, counseling, suicide prevention, and addiction recovery support.

As we look forward to the New Year, there are also challenges ahead. Funding is tight for some of our vital services, like Suicide Prevention. But with the support from caring, generous people like you, we will continue our life-changing work.

Thank you for being our partner!

Sincerely,

Steve Eckert, L.C.S.W., Executive Director

P.S. Have you considered leaving a legacy to secure mental health services for future generations? Find out more at www.buckelew.org/support-us/legacy-society
HELEN VINE RECOVERY CENTER

Helen Vine Recovery Center is a licensed 26-bed co-ed residential detoxification program that provides welcoming, recovery-oriented services to individuals with alcohol and drug addiction issues, as well as co-occurring psychiatric problems. At Helen Vine, people in need of detoxification can get help regardless of their ability to pay. This year, we negotiated a new contract with Kaiser Permanente that will open doors for even more referrals from the community.

839 clients took their first steps towards sobriety at Helen Vine Recovery Center.

“I have the amazing life I have today because of the compassionate and caring staff of Helen Vine.”
— Mark Stoker, former Helen Vine client

SUICIDE PREVENTION & COMMUNITY COUNSELING

Suicide Prevention & Community Counseling (SP&CC) offers immediate and confidential support through 24-hour crisis hotline services. Part of the North Bay Suicide Prevention Program, the hotline staff includes highly trained volunteers and currently serves Marin, Sonoma, Lake and Mendocino Counties. SP&CC also provides grief counseling and community education. This year, almost 1,000 individuals participated in workshops that teach suicide prevention and crisis intervention – simple steps that can save lives.

The crisis hotline received 15,246 calls from 4,187 youth and adults this year.

“My mom killed herself and I found her. She had a chronic illness and overdosed. SP&CC is where I went for their survivor’s group therapy eight-week session. It was invaluable.”
— Suicide survivor

Linda Allen, SP&CC Director and staff for 26 years, was honored with the Marin County Human Rights Commission’s Martin Luther King Jr. Humanitarian Award this year.

One More Time Thrift Store in downtown San Rafael benefits Suicide Prevention.
Family Service Agency of Marin is a lifeline for Marin families, providing affordable and accessible behavioral health services to children, adults and families. Through every stage of life, from pregnancy and early childhood to adolescence, adulthood and the elder years, FSA helps in times of crisis and life changes to support individuals and sustain strong families.

FSA counseling, education and advocacy programs reached 5,406 children and adults.

Services include:
- Individual and group psychotherapy;
- Youth and adult addiction recovery services;
- Parent mentors with at-risk families;
- Treatment for childhood trauma;
- Forensic interview center for child abuse victims at Jeannette Prandi Children’s Center;
- AgeSong discussion groups for older adults;
- 24/7 Suicide Prevention and Crisis Hotline;
- TeenScreen mental health outreach;
- Parent-infant counseling and support;
- In-home services for Latino families with young children and maternal depression group for high-risk mothers.

“AgeSong Marin was very instrumental in helping me to find out who I am. I’m on a path that brings me happiness, joy, and purpose.” — Sheila, age 75, AgeSong participant

Penelope Chandra-Shekar volunteered as a Parent Aide. Twenty years ago, she became a mentor for 17-year-old “Eliza” and remained close to her and her daughter “Lola” for many years, watching Eliza turn into a successful small business owner and Lola graduate from college.

AgeSong volunteer facilitators

88 older adults participated in AgeSong discussion groups.
1,988 middle and high school students received prevention education about cyber-bullying and sexual assault from Jeannette Prandi Children’s Center.

72% of adults improved or stabilized in their overall functioning as a result of individual therapy at FSA’s Southern Marin Services.

Misleidys was pregnant when she left Cuba with her husband and came to Marin. She didn’t know English, felt desperately alone and suffered from maternal depression after the birth of her son. Three years later, she separated from her husband and her three-year-old son was out of control at home and school.

She was referred to Family Service Agency and joined a support group for Spanish speaking mothers who were depressed and isolated. With the help of an FSA therapist, Misleidys and her husband soon reunited, and they began Parent Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT).

In PCIT sessions they learned how to engage their son in play and discipline him positively. The FSA Parent Aide helped Misleidys to enroll in English college classes. Her life slowly came back together.

Misleidys’ courage, strength of character and desire to help other immigrant families motivated her to support pregnant and post-partum women in need. When FSA’s Parent Aide position became available, Misleidys was hired. For the past four years she has worked tirelessly to help over 200 mothers and families by providing transportation to crucial medical appointments for pregnant women, standing by the side of parents when their newborn has urgent health needs, introducing new immigrants to their community, and providing education on parenting skills and infant care. Earlier this year, Misleidys was recognized for her efforts at the Celebrating the Uncelebrated awards dinner hosted by the County of Marin.

Former FSA client turned staff member, Misleidys Mendoza, was honored at the Celebrating the Uncelebrated awards dinner in San Rafael.
BUCKELEW HOUSING

Buckelew offers housing with support services for adults and young adults with mental illness in Marin, Sonoma and Napa Counties. Based on their individual needs and preferences, clients may live in one of our four 24-hour staffed group homes, in semi-independent, shared housing, or in their own apartments. Staff teach independent living skills and do whatever it takes to help clients improve their quality of life and not be defined by their illness. At Casa René, we also offer short-term housing with intensive support as an alternative to psychiatric hospitalization.

“My stay here had a profound effect on how I can stay healthy.” — Casa René resident

Over 90% of housing clients maintained their community living and did not require psychiatric hospitalization.

Rick, who was diagnosed with bipolar disorder and PTSD after his honorable discharge from the US Marine Corps in 1968, has struggled with mental health problems and alcohol addiction for most of his adult life. Over the last eight years in Buckelew’s Napa Supported Independent Living Program, Rick was able to learn the coping skills he needed to live with his mental illness. With the help of Eric, his Buckelew counselor, Rick finally received his Veteran's benefits retroactively — a payment significant enough to allow him to purchase his own home for the first time in over 20 years.

“Without Buckelew, I’d be on skid row. Now I have something to leave for my grandkids!” — Rick, Buckelew Napa Client

In its first year of operation, Casa René served 164 individuals experiencing a mental health crisis. Clients rated their satisfaction with services high: an average score of 4.5 out of 5.

BUCKELEW FAMILY SERVICES COORDINATION

“Buckelew is more than an agency. Buckelew is people: compassionate, professional and knowledgeable people who have helped our family. They have done for our son what we were not able to do. We have our son back again because of Buckelew!” — Roberta Hope, mother of Buckelew client

92% of families said they have a sense of increased hope and empowerment for their family member’s well being because of the services provided.
Buckelew Social Enterprises are businesses that operate with the triple purpose of:

1. Providing paid job training for people with barriers to employment, such as mental illness or substance abuse issues;
2. Offering high quality goods and professional services to our customers;
3. Generating revenue for the organization to sustain our programs.

Whether it’s barista training at our Blue Skies Café, cleaning offices as a member of our janitorial crew, or learning computer skills in our clerical program, our staff matches clients with the job that fits their interest and helps develop their skills and confidence. Buckelew Employment Services (BES) also partners with many employers in Sonoma, Marin and Mendocino Counties to provide job placement, training and employment supports to people with mental health and/or substance use issues.

55% of clients with behavioral health issues served by Sonoma County Employment Services increased their income through paid training and/or competitive employment.

“Buckelew helped me become the person I was meant to be. Because Buckelew Programs believed in me, it helped me to BELIEVE in myself.”
— Social Enterprises participant

When a loved one is diagnosed with a serious mental illness, families are often overwhelmed and don’t know where to turn for help. Buckelew’s Sonoma County Family Service Coordination (FSC) Team offers education, support and referral for families and friends of those living with mental illness. Services are free of charge and open to anyone in need. The FSC Team provided individual and group support to over 1,000 individuals, as well as community education and outreach.

Since January 2015, a mental health outreach worker from FSC has participated in the newly launched Homeless Outreach Services Team (HOST). The multidisciplinary HOST team includes Buckelew Programs, Catholic Charities, and Social Advocates for Youth, and partners with law enforcement, Sonoma County Behavioral Health staff, as well as other community-based organizations. The HOST Pilot Project’s goal is to engage 420 unsheltered homeless people living near the County’s waterways and trails and move 173 of them into long-term housing over a 12-month period, starting with a pilot area in Santa Rosa and expanding to Petaluma and Guerneville. In the first three months of activity the HOST Field Work Team made contact with 168 unsheltered persons; nearly 70% of those contacted were willing to be interviewed to facilitate possible linkage to services and housing.
Thank you

Buckelew Programs
Donors over $5,000
Anonymous
AT&T Employee Giving Campaign/United Way
Wendy Buchen
The Charles D. and Frances K. Field Fund
Fredric C. Divine Architects, Inc.
The Estate of Nona and Stephen Kaufmann
Lavenzstein Family Philanthropic Fund
MSB Charitable Fund
Margaret E. Haas Family Fund
Marian Vizard

Buckelew Programs
Donors $500 to $4,999
Anonymous
Aurora Behavioral Health Care – Santa Rosa
Geoffrey and Wendy Beaty, in memory of Greg Thomas
Brian and Betty Beckstrand
Dominic Bosque and Katherine Leader
Robert Brandt, Jr.
Larry and Cecilia Bridges
Mary Ellen Byrnes
Gerald K. Cahill & Kathleen S. King Fund
Chevron Your Cause Matching Gift Program
Christ Presbyterian Church in Terra Linda
Karrin Ciaffa
Kevin and Carol Colgate
Elizabeth Collins
Katherine Creccius and Mark Agnew
Timothy Crowley and Katrina Urbach
John T. Curtis
David M. and Robyn Burke Dabora
Gary and Gina Dahl
Danielle and Bill Dasher
Dr. Diana Demetrulias and Paul Mayer
Diane and Joseph Stenach Charitable Fund
Fredric and Victoria Divine, Family Help Fund
Michael Danne and Wendy Labov-Dunne, in honor of Steve, Bob, Dee, Margaret, the MAIL Program and Elaine’s team
Michael Danne and Wendy Labov-Dunne
Steve Eckert
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Fischer
Edward Gaston and Lori Zager
David and Barbara Green
Hugh and Muriel Harris
Lawrence and Stephanie Hart
Heffernan Group Foundation, on behalf of Josh Fagin and the Heffernan Foundation
Richard Hocking and Ann Hiaring Hocking
Kebok Foundation
Carol and Douglas Kerr
Patricia Keily
Peter and Karen Lloyd
Marianne and Albert Figen Foundation, in memory of Stephanie Shone Draper
Monica McGue, DKM Investments
Nathaniel McGue
Mill St. Properties
Jane Miller
Stanley and Nancy Moore
Peter Lowell's
Eric and Connie Petersen
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Peterson
Purple Lady/Barbara J. Meislin Fund
Rand-Montgomery Fund, in honor of Wendy Todd the “Best Board Member Ever”
Gus Raney, MD
Rotasa Foundation
Salesforce.com Foundation, in memory of Helen Vine

Financials Fiscal Year 2014-2015

Expenses by Category

- Napa Programs 6%
- Residential Support Services 12%
- Sonoma Programs 16%
- Marin Assisted Independent Living 19%
- Social Enterprises 3%
- TAY Marin 1%
- Admin. 13%
- Fund Development 2%
- Buckelew Employment Services 1%
- Family Service Agency 14%
- Casa René 7%
- Other Revenue 2%
- State 5%
- Federal 8%
- Client Fees and Private Payments 10%
- Other Revenue 2%

Revenue by Funding Source

- County of Marin 48%
- County of Sonoma 15%
- State 5%
- Federal 8%
- Fund Development 10%
- Other Revenue 2%
- County of Napa 2%
- Client Fees and Private Payments 10%

Revenue by Funding Source

- County of Marin 48%
- County of Sonoma 15%
- State 5%
- Federal 8%
- Fund Development 10%
- Other Revenue 2%
- County of Napa 2%
- Client Fees and Private Payments 10%
to our generous donors!

Contributions received July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015

Jack Scott and Shirley Tatum
Muriel M. Tarrant,
in memory of Jeanne Simoni
The Spight Family Foundation
Chifong L. Thomas
Paul and Christine Vine,
in memory of Helen Vine
Wardell-Smith Raabe Family Fund
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Donors up to $500
Claudia M. and Richard B. Abend
Richard and Connie Adams
Verna A. Adams,
in memory of Robert Rowden, MD
Susan and Frank Adamson
Francesca C. Alioi
Maria Alioi
Dian Allen
Paul and Geraldine Alpert
AmazonSmile! Foundation
David and Sheri Ambrose,
in honor of Marianne and Lewis Emerson
Pamela Angleman
Ronald and Marcia Antipa
Karen Arnold
Stanley and Sara Baolis
Helen and Jaime Baldovinos,
in honor of Nancy Belza
Dean and Bernnice Batchelder
Jan Bauman
Bahram Behray
Suzanne Beittel
Benjamin Tanner Fund,
in acknowledgement of Wendy Todd’s efforts
Betty and Jack Bernstein
Richard and Diane Blackman
Donal and Brenda Brown
Doug Brown
Martin and Geri Brownstein
Mary Jane Burke
Neil and Mimi Burton
Fabia Butler
Delphi Carpenter
Robert C. and Patricia Cerf
Edward Cierra
Elise and Julius Ciaffa
Joanne Ciaffa
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Clark
William and Diane Clarke
James G. and Lorene E. Coconas
Suzanne Coholan
Harry Collamore
Raymond J. and Mary E. Colman
Comforts Restaurant
Tom and Kay Connelly
Marian Lasley Cross
Dawn Stranne & Associates
Susan and Chuck Deardorff,
in memory of Jeanne Simoni
Robert L. and Kay DeMattei
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
Christine DeVoto,
in memory of Adrienne McKannay
Fredric and Victoria Divine
Sandra Marie Donegan
Roger L. Duba
Mary Dunselman
Barbara Helen Dwyer
Sandra Jean Dye
Audrey Earl
Louise and Robert Elliott
Ellis Brooks Leasing, Inc.
Jane Curler Ellis
Evan C. and Joan M. Evans
Richard Falk and Francine Falk-Allen
Douglas and Jane Ferguson
Walter and Janette Ferris
Sean Finn
Forchetta/Bastoni
Susan Fordyce
Brenda Foster
Thomas and Sally Freed
Kathleen Freitag
David Frey and Esther Klugman-Frey
Rebecca Fye
Ruth and Albert Giusto
Denis George Gleason
Elda Goldman
Keith and Susan Grady
Blair Gray
Paul and Peggy Grunland
David and Margie Guggenheim,
in honor of Buckelew’s staff and the clients they serve
Morgan Gurath
Carol and Bill Haggerty
Lauren and Karl Hanover,
in honor of Rene Mendez
Kathe N. Hardy
Jeffrey F. and Nancy B. Harriman
Richard and Julie Harris
Molly K. Hartle
William and Melody Healy
Richard and Marra Hill,
in honor of Katrina Ciaffa
Rebecca and Stephen Hibasko
Stanley Hoffman
Jim and Sue Hogan
Robert and Roberta Hope
George and Janet Hunter,
in memory of Carol Stone
George and Janet Hunter
Betty O. and W. Ronald Ingram
Lisa L. Jaros,
in honor of Anne Marie Poutnue
Lillian B. Jarvis
Barbara Ruth Kass
Guy and Connie Kay,
in memory of Sarah Aaron Kay
Dr. Robert Kaye
Reagan & Coppin Co., Inc.
Roberta P. Keiler
Glenn and Helen Keyes
Jeanne Kline
Neil and Janette Kopp
Hannelore Knapfeiter
Lisa and Paul Kuhlman
Chris Landwehr
Nathan and Mary Lane
Steve and Kathryna Lauck
David V. and Kay Law
Robert and Anne Layzer
Wayne Lichten
William J. and Judy F. Levinson
Brian Lewis and Bobbie Head,
in honor of Peter and Diana Vine
Brian Lewis and Bobbie Head,
in memory of Peter Vine
Douglas Lipinski and Arlene Banks
Jack Lloyd
Daniel and Joanne Longaker
Jacqueline and Seblyn Louis
Carole and Bruce MacPhail,
in memory of Arlene Harris
Catherine MacPhail,
in memory of Arlene Harris
Veronica Madrid
Virginia Manatos
John and Francine Manis
Marin Wood Restoration and Painting Company
Dorothie Maesden
Rebekah A. Marsden
Mary’s Pizza Shack
Reed B. McClintock and Associates
Judith McDowell
Kate McCormick
Richard and Jackie McIntosh
Ralph and Deborah McLearan,
in memory of Trish Pappas
Cathy McNutt,
in memory of Greg Thomas
Larry and Nikki Meredith
Bernard Meyers
Michael G. Cunningham Family Fund
Mill Valley Senior’s Club,
in memory of Dorothy Lindskog
Sandy and William Mixsell
Linda M. Mori
Mountain Oak Firewood
J. Fraser and Helen D. Murbhead
Robert J. Murnane
Network for Good
Robert and Diane Neuhaus
North Bay Lighting & Electrical Supply
Nova Group Inc.,
in memory of Denise Laiho
Barbara and Ron O’Malley,
in honor of Teresa Bowman
Carole O’Neil,
in memory of Gerry Parsons
Jerry and Rebecca Oken
Janine Oltier and Barry Ortinger
Rhonda Olsen,
in honor of all those that need help
Patricia L. Peeples
Stephen M. Perry
Herbert W. Peterson, MD
Joy Phoenix and James Edward
Peter J. Planting
Hans and Trudy Plattner,
in honor of Peter Plattner
Tom Prygoda
Ramen Qaajin
Irina C. Ranahan
Charles and Patricia Raven
Irene L. and Mark R. Reich
David and Judy Reinstein
Frank and Sharon Rettenger
Joyce V. Rhodes
David Richman, MD
Rick’s Restaurant
Marilea Rogers
Patricia A. Romoli
Barbara Rothkrug
Liliana and Kenneth Ruud
Eden Rumelt
Valerie B. and Kenneth Ruud
San Cerronimo Community Presbyterian Church
Henry A. Sandbach
Jim and Paula Sauer
Max and Molly Schardt
Robert and Shirley Schmitz
Anne M. Scholten,
in honor of Henry P. Scholten
Andrew and Sarah Schwartz,
in honor of Fabia Butler
Joeelyn Sedney
Gabrielle Wolf Shedef
Margaret Shalen and Kenneth Berg
Mark and Mary Shett
Thalia Silverman
Gail and Carol Siri
Kathleen Ann Sleekes
Dorothy Slaterly and Charles Kleiman
Susan Smile, MD
Sophie’s Nail Spa
Robert C. and Marcia S. Spoehr
Gary B. Spratling
Julie B. Stahl, MD
Barbara Stephens
Stephen and Britt Thal
Charitable Gift Fund
Debra and Rex Straton
Constance C. Strood,
in honor of Liz McCann, for her wonderful work
Peter and Marie Sullivan
Peter and Irene Tabet
The Business Group
David Thies
Alice and Bob Thomas
Beverly Thomas
John and Linda Thompson
Marilda Thompson
Michael J. and Suzanne B. Tinney,
in honor of Sean Tinney
Trinity Community Church
John M. True, III and Claudia Wilken
Diane Varricka,
in memory of Denise Laiho
Karen L. Verrico
Dan Waldman
Nancy L. Warren
Steve and Nancy Wasserman
Judith Wells
Richard Wheeler
Matt White and Laura Merlo
Mary F. Wilson
Larry and Harriet Winsten
Wishbone Restaurant
Ward and Marian Wolff
Charles C. and Lynne E. Worth
Eileen Worthley
Marilyn and Peter Wuerzt
Samuel L. and Nancy Ziegler
Suzanne Zimmerman
Jay Zlotnick

Buckelew Programs
Foundation Grants
Anah Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
First Congregational Church
United Church of Christ
George H. Sandy Foundation
Heffner Group Foundation
Napa Valley Community Foundation
Peter A. & Vernice H. Gasser Foundation, Inc.
Rotary Club of Santa Rosa
Tamalpais Pacific

Special thanks to all of Buckelew’s Sonoma Human Race Donors. Please note that donations made via the Volunteer Center are not listed here.

Family Service Agency of Marin
Donors over $5,000
Wendi Bacher
Mac and Ann Coffey
Evans Fund
Hilltop Foundation
Mark and Paula Kamena,
in memory of Steve Cogan
Margot Fraser Fund
Nightsale Fund
Robert K. and Barbara Straus
Family Foundation

Family Service Agency of Marin
Donors up to $500
Roger and Pamela Abendroth
Susan and Frank Adamson
Linda and Jeffrey Aldrich
Dino Alessio
Kenneth Allen
Paul and Geraldine Alpert
Robert A. Anderson and Lois C. Stevens
Anonymous
Peter G. and Karen V. Arnold
Beth Ashley Fellows
Michael and Vuga Baratta
Lisa Barto
Louis Bartolini
Jonathan Bean,
in honor of Michael Grogan
Helen and Eldon Beck
Suzanne Beitel
Charles and Maria Benet
Stephanie Berglund,
in memory of Marilyn Morris
Larry Berkelhammer and Irena Botvinn
Janath Berry-Kadrie and Adele Kade
John Beutler IV
Marion K. Blanton
Johanna and Henri Blok
S. G. Boat
Marilyn Bodine
Karim and Helmut Boeck
Kate and Ken Boshel,
in honor of Connie Gill
Cesario Borsini
Peter Bowser and Susan Brownie Bowser
Ed and Nancy Boyce
Todd and Kirsten Brockman
Donal and Brenda Brown
Barbara Bruhn and Charles Keast
Rebecca Brumhaugh
Ballard Law, in memory of Sue Kramer
Mary Jane Burke
Dorothy Burnett
Marcus Byruck
William Caddell
John E. and Patricia L. Cahill
Terry Caldwell
Danielle Cane
Lisa H. Canin and Robert W. Hoffman,
in honor of Julie Quater
Herban Cano
Kathleen Carnahan
Cindy J. Chang and Christopher J. Hudson
Larry Chu
Katri Ciaffia
Shirley J. Cicero
The Cogan Family,
in memory of Steve Cogan
Laura and Michael J. Collins
Mel and Thelma Colombo,
in memory of Phil Brucoleri
Mel and Thelma Colombo
Anne K. and David Crane,
in memory of Emma Keppel
Lawrence and Lorraine Conley
Edward and Sharon Cushman
Ryan and Christina Dang
Bob Davison
Etta Deitkman
Gayle Donsky and Morton Stein
Darby M. and Lawrence Duke
Roberta Duncan
Mary Dunselman
John Edakara
Lori Eicher
eScrip
Caroline and William Everts
James S. and Marianne M. Farrin
Margaret B. Feld
Louis Ferrari, Jr.
Janice Flice,
in memory of Kyle Aaron Scourbys
Floyd Construction, Inc.
Thomas and Sally Frewer
Gerald and Allison Freeman
Nancy and Michael Funk,
in memory of Steve Cogan
James and Kristy Genuario
Gerald K. Cahill & Kathleen S. King Fund
Donald and Marilyn German
Wendy and Peter Grib
Connie and Lewis Gill
Robert and Patricia Glass
Frank Gold
Lawrence and Doris Goldberg
Lorrie Goldin and Jonathan Marshall
Eime and Roy Gordon
Adelaide Gorte
Jacquelyn and Martin Gottlieb
David and Barbara Green
Stanley and Joan Green
Susan Hyde Greene
Linsey Grider
Michael Grogan
Michael and Christine Grogan
Gary L. Gross and Carole J. Marks
Margaret Hallett
Sandra and Michael Harner,
in memory of Frances Leophart
Sandra and Michael Harner
Robert P. Hao
Laui M. Harper
Sheryl Hausman, Ph.D.
Vincent Hayes
Ralph and Gillian Hayward
John D. and Maara E. Healy
William and Melody Healy
W. Scott and Corinne M. Hedrick
Victoria and Lawrence Heiges
Ruth B. and Alfred Heller
Thomas and Faye Hendricks,
in honor of Ruth Rosen
Allan L. and Nancy Herzog
Nancy Huttado
Jane M. Jacobs, M.A.,
in memory of Lexi Lieberman
Jane M. Jacobs, M.A.
Roberta Jeffrey
Barbara Jerer
Norlane Marie Jones
Katherine K. Keating
George and Julianne Keefe
Catherine Kennedy, MD
April A. and Michael D. Kinninger
Timothy W. Kittelson and
Michael C. Donaldson
Jane C. and Crispin S. Kraft
Marshall Krause and Janet Navsky
Clementina Moya Kun
Clifford C. Lardinois, Jr.
Susan and Donald Leonard
William J. and Judy E. Levinson,
in honor of Joanne Forman
Donald Luber
Michael Maloney
Mike Martley,
in memory of Mrs. Elsie R. Carr
Marin Country Day School
Barry Marras,
in memory of Frances Knudston
Daniel J. Marsh
Judi McCord
Mari A. McGrohan,
in memory of Ed Sode
James and Maureen McGreehan
Daniel F. and Nancy L. McGrenon
Margaret A. Mels
Milesley Mendoza and Fred Carlan Radloff
Robert S. and Spencer A. Michels
Tami Miller
Brett Miltstein,
in memory of Marion Sweeting
Glorian A. Mitchell,
in memory of Dorothy Lindskog
Mary Mize
Mary and Stephen Mizroch
Phillip Morris
Stanley and Nancy Moore
Morgan Stanley
J. Fraser and Helen D. Muirhead
Alice K. and Donald Nakahata
Nimesh and Stefanie Narayan
Alan E. and Patricia T. Negrin
Stephanie Newhall,
in memory of Kyle Scourbys
Audrey Newman
Lorraine Williams Norby
Ron Olson
Oracle Corporation Matching Gifts Program
Mary and Randy Pasqua
Joseph Payne
Stephen and Laurie Pearce
Heather and Jason Pedersen
Melanie P. Pena
PG&E Corporation Foundation
Matching Gifts
Joy Phoenix and James Edward
Bruce Pohoriles
Ellin Purdom,
in honor of Julie Quater
Julie Quater and John Beutler III
Olive Quilter,
in memory of Steve Cogan
Rosamund M. Rapan
Jean Rhodes
Larry and Dianne Rich
Jo Ann and Burt Richardson
Joseph and Peggy Riley,
in memory of Kyle Scourbys
Megan Roberts and John Hutchinson,
in memory of John Roberts
Carol J. Rodgers
Arlene Rothschild Bush and
Marshall Bush, Ph.D.
Martin and Victoria Russell
Saltchuk Resources, Inc.
Nancy and Louis Sanchez,
in honor of David Dresbach
Paul and Yvonne Sasse
Erika Schmide
David and Daly Schreck
Sharon and Stanley Seals
Robert Seifert, Ph.D.
Denise Shaheen and Gary McConnell,
in honor of Margaret Hallett
Kathleen Sheehan Von Langen
Carole and Douglas Sheft
Pat Shelton
Stephen F. Shorb and
Scott M. Archeimedes
Anne F. Smith
Henry and Suzanne Smith
Gary R. Spratling

Family Service Agency of Marin
Donors $500 - $4,999
Helen and Ted Ahe
Linda and Mike Allen
Arts Fund for Children Fund
Bank of America Matching Gifts Program
Nancy and Paul Belza
Benjamin Tanner Fund,
in recognition of Margaret Hallett’s work
Paul R. and Ann Beemrer
Chevron Your Cause Matching
Gift Program
David and Claudia Chittenden
John T. Curtis
John T. Curtis, in honor of Randy Fong
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Davis
Donald O. and Ronald R. Collins Fund
Robert Duncan and
Stephanie Wander Duncan
Michael W. and Carol C. Elgie
Randall and Teresa Feng
Galin-Rosen Charitable Fund
Patricia Garbarino
Deborah and Jonathan Goldman
Jesse and Jade Gortans
David and Margie Guggenheim
David and Margie Guggenheim,
in honor of Randy Fong
S. Kramer Herzog
Steve and Kathryn Lauck
Donald and Patricia Lessey
Donald and Patricia Lessey,
in memory of Charles W. Lavaroni
Donald and Patricia Lessey,
in memory of John “Jack” Thuma
Donald and Patricia Lessey,
in memory of Daniel “Jeff” Thornton
Emil and Lorene Masonchi
Deborah and Robert McNeil
Kenneth and Vera Melsin
Gail Noah and Kenneth G. Witte
Tiffany and Joe Noonan
Marlene Pagadina,
in memory of Alice and William Paganini
PERFORCE Foundation,
on behalf of Steve Wolf
Peter and Patricia Arrigoni Fund
Allen and Susan Peters
Roger Peters and Stephanie Moulton-Peters
Purple Lady/Barbara J. Melsin Fund
Joan C. and Russell Rosner,
in honor of Roberta Duncan
Alison Roberts,
in memory of John B. Roberts
Dorothy and Thomas Ruppanner
San Rafael Harbor Rotary Club Foundation
Eric Shapiro
Frank Solomon, Jr.
St. John’s Episcopal Church
Stephen and Britt Thal
Charitable Gift Fund
Mary Van Voorhees
Wardell-Smith Raabe Family Fund
Sandra Weliever
Barbara Wornum

FSA’s 2015 Human Race Team
Suicide Prevention & Community Counseling Donors up to $500
Richard L. and Cecilia B. Abbott
Joan K. Adams,
in memory of Philip Adams
Richard and Connie Adams
Lynne Alarie, in memory of Marilyn Moss
Paul and Geraldine Alpert
Anonymous
Karen Arnold,
in memory of Robin Williams
Joe Franklin Arterberry, MD, FACS
Mary E. and Arthur F. Baca
Anne M. Baele,
in memory of Marketta Baele
Theresa and William Bastida,
in memory of Sue Kramer
Suzanne Barry
Lise Belton and John Prader,
in memory of Leroy Bernard Meekeer
Alan and Ellen Berkowitz
Janath Berry-Kadrie and Alex Kadrie
Bonnie and Donald Beyer
Richard Bloch
Goetz and Gunnurger Boje
Helen and Alan Bonapart
Jane and Roy Borodkin,
in honor of Rina Borodkin
Beryl Bourke
Kerrien L. Branch,
in memory of Cyndia Sherman
Donal and Brenda Brown
Wendy Buchen
Helmut and Heide Buettrner
Mary Jane Burke
Gerald K. Cahill & Kathleen S. King Fund
Eirwen and Ceri Calden
John and Barbara Chase
Marie Collins
Mel and Thelma Colombo
Vera F. Cook
Aaron Cooperband and Fumi Tanaka
Mimi and H. James Cornelius
Diane and Heinz Dreier
Rekha and Amitabh K. Dutt
Phyllis Eisenman-Lampert,
in memory of Hale Evi Johnson
Nancy K. Evans,
in memory of Michele Amy Guard, my only daughter
Ellen H. Eyster, in honor of Janet H. Taylor
Jerry L. Farber
Katherine Kirk Feidler
Gerard E. Cerrans,
in memory of Leroy Bernard Meekeer
Deanne and Harvey Gilbert
James Grant and Jane Stringer
David and Margie Guggenheim,
in honor of Linda Stiler
Nancy Irene Gump, MFT
Marcia Hagen
Sandra and Michael Harner
Nanette Forrest Harris
Earl and Donna Hart
Victoria and Lawrence Heiges
Susan E. and William J. Hoehler,
in honor of Doug Brown
Douglas L. Horngrad
H. Dunbar Hopkins
Marlene Ireland,
in honor of James and Daniel Williamson
Ervin and Denise Jindrich
Daniel Kahl, Ph.D.
Saundra Kirkh and David Snyder
Lois Kortum and George McBride
Cynthia Lane and Bob Holton,
in memory of Leroy Meekeer
Nick Lesso
William J. and Judy F. Levinson,
in honor of Joanne Forman
Carolyn A. and Mark A. Lundin,
in memory of Lisa Berdahl
Paula J. Machado,
in memory of Noel Anthony Machado
Walter T. Mallory
Bettie Mansen,
in memory of Perry Milam and Matt Mansen
Melanie and Peter Maier Philanthropic Fund
Samuel G. McClure,
in memory of Sue Kramer
John S. McKinney
Elaine G. McMahon
Samuel A. Megeath, III
Helaine and Rudy Meltzer
Roberta S. and Spencer A. Michels
Constance C. and Daniel B. Morse,
in memory of Ginny Crosson
Steve and Ruth Nash
Maureen and Ron Nass,
in honor of Kevin James O’Connor
Kathleen Norwood
Patricia and John O’Neil
Robert Okun
Sharone Olaveres
Pabst Family Charitable Fund
Michael P. Pagnani
Randi Patten, in memory of Therese Palm
The Fell Family Foundation
Linda M. Penney
David and Lote Phillips
Joy Phoenix and James Edward
Terrence V. and Pamela Ponsford
Jillian C. Robinson
Grace Rogers, in memory of Sue Kramer
Katherine Rolston,
in memory of Lynn Rolston
Esther Rosha-Stradlher
Harriet and Gurmukh Sarkaria
Paul and Yvonne Sasse
Sue Schueler
Jacqueline Scarrillo
Gail and William Skarich
William J. Smith and Ann L. Aylwin
Teresa Snyder
Martin Steinman,
in memory of Sue Kramer
Gail W. Stern, in honor of Janet H. Taylor
J. Dietrich Stroh,
in memory of Margaret Stroeh
Marjorie Tregger, in memory of Sue Kramer
Paula R. Trehearn
Michael and Janie Truesdell,
in memory of Roxanne M. Bickford
Don and Suzanne Ward
Marie Waters
Robert and Jeannette Webster,
in honor of Linda Allen
Joan Wright
Winifred and Frank Yim

Suicide Prevention and Community Counseling Foundation Grants
Dan Bovas Community Volunteer Award
Endowment Fund
Marin County Community Services
Grant Program
Unity in Marin

Legacy Society
Beth Allen*
Shirley Banks*
Albert Barr
Brian and Betty Beckstrand
Joan Blum
Wendy Buchen*
Marlyn Burns
Marion DeHeer
Jim and Velda Draper
Steve Eckert
Michael and Carol Elgie*
Rod and Tricia Farrow
Thomas E. Flowers
Margot Fraser and Stephen Schoen*
David and Barbara Green*
Margaret Hallett and Joe Jeremy*
S. Kramer Herzog*
George and Janet Hunter
Charlotte Irvine
Joan Lasden
Donald and Patricia Leisey*
J. Michael Mahoney*
Josephine Maisterra
Walter \& Deborah McLaren
Marilyn Mogelberg
Sharon Murphy
Darrell Parker
Martha Radetsky
Ruth Rosen*
Dorothy and Thomas Ruppennar*
Dennis and Becca Ryan
Jack Scott and Shirley Tatum
Nancy Takahashi
Stephen and Britt Thal*
Eleanor Wood
Jay Zlotnick
*Family Service Agency of Marin

This is a complete listing of our 2014-2015 donors to the best of our knowledge (including back cover). If we have accidentally omitted your name, we apologize! Please contact Katrin Ciaffai at (415) 491-5705 and we will add your name to the list posted on our website.

MarinScapes 2015 Donors listed on back cover
Buckelew Programs’ mission is to enhance the quality of life of individuals and families in our community by providing mental, emotional, behavioral health and addiction services that promote recovery, resilience, and hope.